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DOUBLE GAUSSIAN MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECTILE FRAGMENTS 

Bernard G. Harvey 

Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Labo~atory~ 

Berkeley CA 94720 

When one or two neutrons ·are lost in the collision 

of a neutron-rich projectile with a target nucleus, 

the transverse momentum distribution of the f~agment 

thus produced can be fit with a double Gaussian curve 

with widely different widths for the two components. 

It is shown that this phenomenon is not confined to 

p·r~oj ect i 1 E· s with m o·r··e n •? u.t ·r~on s than p·r··ot on s. It 

should appear for any fragment for which the momentum 

arises mainly from a single isotropic source whose 

value varies from one collision event to another. 

PACS numb•?r··s: ;=:s. 70. !',.In,. 25. 75. +·r·· 

In experiments using 7S0 MeV/nucleon neutron-rich 

pt'ojectil•?s int:er'acting with a C tat'get, it was found thc\t the 

transverse momentum distribution of •Li fragments from a 11 Li 

projectile could be fit with a double Gaussian curve in which the 

components had widths, 0", of 80 and 21 MeV/c. (Th•? t·r··ansvet'se momentum 

is defined as the momentum of fragments perpendicular to the 

bending plane of the analyzing magnet in the projectile frame <1 >), 

Fragments of 4 He and &He from &He and 8 He projectiles resp

ectively were re~orted to have only a single broad Gaussi~n trans-

/ 
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verse momentum dist~ibution < 1 > Later work showed that th~ momentum 

distribution of 4 He fragments from &He projectiles does in fact have a 

double Ga~ssian distribution ca>. The case of &He fragments from 8 He 

is still under study (3) 

In othet~ e~pet~iments, ( 10Be ft~om 11 Be, 12Be ft~om 14Be>, 

the transverse momentum shows clear evidence of a double Gaussian 

shape ce. 4 >. In all these cases, the .m.::;mentum distt•ibl_ttion was 

m~asured with a bin size of 20 MeV/c. The widths of the broad component 

range from 80 MeV/c C9 Li> to.110 MeV/c ( 4 Hel, and of the narrow 

compo~ent from 21 MeV/c ( 9 Li) to 43 MeV/c ( 4 He). The ratios of the 

number of events in the broad peak <B> to those in the narrow peak 

<N> t~ange ft~om 1. 13:±:.0. 23 (4 He) to 1. 50::!:_0. 25 ( 9 Li), all with a C tat·get. 

Thus they are all about the same withi~ error bars. 

The parallel and transverse momentum distributions of 

many fragments from 12C projectiles at 1.05 and 2. 1 GeV/nucleon 

have also been measured. The momentum distributions were found to 

be isotropic in the projectile re~t frame <~>. They were fit with 

single,Gaussians using an ave0age bin size of about 53 MeV/c. 

In the present work, the collisions between 12C projectile 

and 12C target nucleons were ~imulated by a Mdnte Carlo calculation 

<&.~> to obtain the yields and approximate exciatation energies of 

primary fragments. The target nucleus was given a radial Fermi density 

distribution of protons and neutrons with a half-den~ity radius £ of 

2.222 fm ~nd a diffusivity ~of 0.521 fm. The effect of varying these 

parameters for the projectile nucleus was investigated. 

A fragment that lost a nucleon was assumed to recoil 

with the Fermi momentum of the knocked-out nucleon. The Fermi 

momentum in the center region was taken to be 270 MeV/c, deer-
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easing towards the surface as the cube root of the local density 

at the. -r~adius of the stt~uck nucleon. :It was also dect~eased by 

a factor F when the local proton·and neutron densities were not 

equal <a> : 

Thus the local Fermi momentum of a nucleon at radius L becomes: 

It was assumed to be isotropic. 

(1) 

For proje6tiles such as 11 Li that have a long and dilute 

neut-..~on "tail" in the density distt~ibution, the calc•.tlated p-r~obability 

of knock-out of two neutrons is only about 7% of the probability of 

one neutron. The detected fragment (e.g. 9 Li) is therefore formed almost 

entirely by decay of the neutron-unbound CNpraJ-1) primary fragment. 

The pt~imat~y ft~agments, if excited by ... ~ecaptm~e of the 

struck nucleon, by secondary reactions between that nucleon and the 

projectile remnant, or by formation of a hole in the s-shell, Were 

then allowed to decay by emission of-nucleons or of heavier 

fragments. Particle emission contributed to the momentum of the 

final fragment: it too was assumed to be isotropic. These calc

ulations are described in detail in Refs. 6,7. 

It was found that 11 C fragments from 12C projectiles 

showed a double Gaussian transverse ~omentum distribution, similar 

to thos~ measured with the neutron-rich projectile nuclei. Th~ 

result of the calculation, using a momentum bin size of 20 MeV/c, 
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is shown in Fig. 1. The widths of the two Gaussians are 96 and 35 MeV/c, 

and the ratio of the number of events in the broad peak to that 

in the narrow peak is 2.37. These values are similar to those 

obtained with the neutron-excess projectiles. 

When a single Gaussian fit to the same cal2ulation was made 

with a momentum bin size of 50 MeV/c, the result shown in Fig.2A was 

obtained. Omitting the narrow Gaussian produces a ~ather poor fit 

with two high points near zero momeritum. The width, though, is 

88 MeV/c, not very different from that of the broad component from 

the double Gaussian fit. 

Fig. 28 shows the result of fitting the experimental 

par~llel momentum distribution <s> in exactly the same way. The 

similarity between Figs. 2A and 2B is quite striking. (As already 

mentioned, the experiment showed that the momentum distribution 

is isotropic: thus parallel and transverse distributions are 

the same). The ~xperimental parallel momentum width is 105~10 MeV/c 

for 12C projectiles of 1.05 MeV/nucleon <5 >. The deviation from the 

Gaussian curve shown in Fig. 2B strongly ~uggests that the exper

imental distribution might well be a double Gaussian if measured with 

a small enough bin size. The parallel momentum dist~ibution of 11 B 

fragments from 12C has exactly the same deviation from a single 

Gaussian fit as 11 C, but in both cases there are too few data points 

to.allow a meaningful double Gaussian fit to be made. The experimental 

results for 160 fragmentation are no longer available. 

It is perhaps significant that the published m?rnentum distr

ibution of 6 He fragments from 8 He projectiles shows three experimental 

points near zero momentum that lie higher than the fitted single 

Gaussian curve, while the points at about ~100 MeV/c are low <Ref. 
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1, Fig. 1A). 

If th~ fragment total momentum P in the projectile f~ame 

comes from a single isotropic source? then the transverse momen-

tum distribution perpendicular to the bending plane of the magnet is 

p sin 9 COS+ 1 ~-Jhet~·(:? co·:; I is r-·a.ndomly ChOS•?!! in the t•ange +1 to -1 

and 41 is r-·andomly chosen between 0 and 211'" • For' .:lny valtle of .P, the 

distribution will therefore range from +P to -P. 

If the value of P is the same for all events, the momentum 

distt~ib,-tt ion is flat between ....:p and +P. In the pt•esent calcula.t ions, 

though, the main source of momentum is the Fermi momentum of a struck 

neutron which varies with the local matter density and the local 

proton/neutron density,ratio (eq. 2). The local value df Pr therefore 

varies between 270 MeV/c (the Fe~mi momentum in the full-density 

region) and nearly zero in the tail of the matter distribution. The 

transverse or parallel momentum distribution therefore depend~ on 

the radial d~nsity distributions of ne~trons and protons in the 

projectile. That it can be quite w~ll fit with a double Gaussia~ 

is purely coincidental. 

Thus the two components of the double Gaussian are not 

directly related to the binding energies of nucleons in the 

projectile center and surface, as has been suggested < 1 ) However-·, these 

binding energies do, of c6urse, influence the radial density 

distribution. Weakly bound nucleons are expected to produce a long 

"tail". in the density distt~ibution <9 ). 

The effect of the radial density distributions of protons 

and neutrons in 12C projectiles was investigated by changing the 

half-density radius ~and diffusivity ~while keepihg the volume 

integr•al equal to 12 nucleons. The tat ... get nucleus r•et.ained the l_(sual 
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values of£ <2.222 fm) and~ (0.521 fm). The result~ are shown in 

Table 1. 

All the quantities listed in the Tabl~ are quite sen~itive 

to the shape of the projectile nucl~us. The values in Line 3 

Cthe usual values for 12C) give the best agr~ement with the exper-

imental cross sections (930 and 46.5mb)~ In Line 1~ the projectile has a 

diffuse surface far protons and neutrons: th~ eros~ sections are too 

lar~ge and tt-"~ width of the bt··oacl component is much smalle·r~ than the 

e~perimental value of 105 MeV/6. 

In Line 2, the p·r•ojectile h.:,.s a. diffuse neut·r··on "t.:dl" 

that extends well beycund the protons. Thus the shape resembles 

that of neutron-excess nuclei such as 11 Li. The Gaussian widths are 

close to those of 9 Li from 11 Li projectiles (80 and 21 MeV/c). The ratio 

BIN, though, is mtich smaller than for 9 Li <1.50+0.50). This is because 

th~ proton distribution in 1 ec (6 protons) extends tti larger radii 

tha~ that of 11 Li (3 protons). The. broad com~onent comes from interactions 

in which a single neutron at a small radius is knocked out. The presence 

of a high protoh ~en~ity at that radius makes this process less probable. 

In Line 4, th~ shape for both protons and neutrons is close 

to a sharp cutoff in the density distribution. The cross sections, 
. I 

especially ~c, are too small and the width of the broad comporient 

is too large. The narrow compone~t has completely disappeared. Only 

in Line 3 are all the calculated values in good agreement with 

experimental results. 

If thet··e a~··e additi-on.:1l ~.c:.u···c,:::s of momentum, such as the 

fot~mation of the detected ft~agment ft~ 0 in decay (Jf excited pt ... oje.ctiles, 

the width of the Ga 1.1. s s i 2\ n components is slowly inct··eased. In the 

for~mat ion of, 11c fr~(J m 1e:c, though, the cont-..~ i but ion ft~om decay of 1ec is 
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small because excited 1 zc nearly always decays by emission cf 4 He 

rather than by neutron emission to 11 C. 

Fragments lighter than the projectile nucleus by 3 or moe 

mass units are mainly formed by decay of heavier excited 

The addition of several sources of uncorrelated 

isotropic momenta to the in.itial Fermi momentum broadens the 

di~tribution. Thus 8 Li fragments from 11 Li projectiles still have a 

double Gaussi~n momentum distribution, but the widths of the components 

are 143 and 42 MeV/c < 1 > substantially larger than fo~ 9 Li (80 and 

21 MeV/c respectively). 

Th~s it seems very likely that double Gaussian momentum 

' distributions are not confined to neutron-excess nuclei. They should 

be observed for fragments that are formed by knock-out of either a proton 

or a neutron from any projectile that has a normal or diffuse surface 

density distribution. The reaction cross section is sensitive only to 

the matter distribution of the projectile unless the measurements 

are made at low and high .projectile energies with different ratios of 

the nucleon-nucleon scattering cross sections nn/ 

inclusive ct~oss sections fot-· on.::~ neu.t·r-·on ·(pt-·oton) loss ar~e 

sensitive to the neutron (proton) density distributions. The 

widths of the two Gaussian components and the ratio B/N are also 

sensitive to both the neutron and proton density distrib~tions. 

Taken together, measurements of the inclusive cross sections and the 

moment~m distributions permit the accurate determination of the radial 

proton and neutron densities. 

The author-· expr~esses sincer~e thanks to P . ....T. Lindstr~om and· D. E. 

Greiner for giving him access to detailed results of an experiemnt done 
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nearly 20 years ago, and to H. H. Heckman for invaluable discussions 

that revealed an error in preliminary calculations. 

This work was supported in part by ~he Division of 

Nuclear Phys{cs of the Office of High Energy and N~clear Physics 

of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-7SSFG0098. 
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TABL~ 1. Effect of changing the shape of the projectile nucleus in 

the t-·eact'i on 12C + C, 1000 t·t\.:~\,.1/nucl eon. £. and ~ at'e the assumed 

momentum distributions, the total reaction cross section and the 

11 C inclusive cross section res~ectively. B/N is the ratio of the. 

number of events in the broad ~B) and narrow CN> moment.um components. 

r .... v is the average radius at which a rieutron was struck tb produce 

c ( fm) c\(fm) D'"e<Mel)/c) t:/'N(MeV/c) B/N t'av (fm) 

1. 0 ( .... ) 1. 271 E:. 1 32 1. 75 ~967 287 1=· u IZHZ! 

1. 0 (b) 1. 309 7L~ .-,.-. 
c.c 0. 1$ 1220 20LI. &~ 24 

.-, .::.. 222(0>) 0. 521 9& 35 .-, 
.::.. 37 890 49 7 -·· .-.r 

C.C• 

.-, 50<'"'> 0. 231 1 -;--, <Nc• n a·r''r' o~t-J ~::-om p.c1T1.ent) 81-S 19 .-, 38 .::.. ~-· { .::.. 

( ..... ) Shape param~ters. for projectile protons and neutrons 

(b) Shape parameters for projectile neutrons only. For proto~s, 

£. = 2.222 fm, ~ = 0.521 fm. 

<e> "Standc:.t•d" values fat'· both pt•otcJns and neutl''C•ns, giving the 

best agr'eement with expe·r•imental values of O":e, CYR and <Yc. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Calculated transverse momentum distribution of 11 C 

fragments from 1 eC + C (1 GeV/nucleon) with half-density radius 

2.222 fm and diffusivity 0.521 fm in both projectile and target. 

Squares ~re the calculated points. Lines are least squares Gaussian 

fit to the broad and narrow distributions and their sum. 

F i g • 2 ( A ) . F i t t o t h e c cl l c u 1 at i on o f F i g • :i. , u.s i n g a s i n g l e G.:.. us s i an 

and a bin size of 50 MeV/c. Squares are the calculated points. 

Th e l i n e i s t h e Ga. u ·:; s i an f i t . 

(8). Experimental parillel momentum distribution of 11 C 

from 1 ec + C at 1 GeV/nucleon. Squares are the experimental points. 

The line is a-single Gaussian fit. 
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